
Myddle Primary School 

Music – Class Coverage  

 

 Autumn  Spring  Summer 
Pandas  

(Curriculum 
– Topic 
Linked) 

 

Celebrating Me -  
Musical focus on Beat/Pitch 
 
Nativity 
Musical Focus on Dynamics 
 
 
 

Dinosaurs -  
Focus on Beat/Tempo 
 
Spring -  
Focus on Duration 

 
Musical focus on Structure 
 
 
Musical focus on combining all 
Musical Elements 

Tigers 
 

(Ukulele) 

*To learn the parts of the 
ukulele heard.  
*To hold ukulele in correct 
play position/orientation/ 
posture and know how to 
start and stop.   
*To play using thumb brush 
strum and to damp strings. 
*To sing and play alternately 
with accuracy. 
*To learn open string names 
and pluck individual strings. 
*To read and play C Major 
chord using correct finger 
position, pressure and tone.  
*To use C Major to 
accompany songs in 
different styles and 
languages.  
*To play different strumming 
patterns with a steady pulse. 

*To read and play A Minor 
chord using it to accompany 
songs in different styles with 
different strumming patterns.  
*To recognise the sound of a 
major and a minor chord.  
*To read and play a simple 
TAB accompaniment.  
*To play using a tremolo. 
*To change chord between A 
Minor and C Major  
*To sing and play a song that 
uses both major and minor 
chord. 

*To read and play F Major 
chord using it to accompany 
songs in different styles with 
different strumming patterns. 
*To sing in Unison and as a 
round.  
*To compose and perform a 
chord sequence using C, Am 
and F 
*To attend “Ukefest” and play 
as part of a collective group to 
an audience. 

Rhinos 
 

(Ukulele) 

(The same as the Tiger Class 
with…) 
*To read and play A Minor 
chord using it to accompany 
songs in different styles with 
different strumming 
patterns.  
*To recognise the sound of a 
major and a minor chord.  
*To read and play a simple 
TAB accompaniment.  
*To change chord between A 
Minor and C Major  
*To sing and play a song that 

*To read and play a song using 
previously learnt chords, 
(C Major, A Minor and F 
Major) changing chords at the 
correct time.  
*To know and explain the 
terms Unison and Round. 
*To introduce D Minor and 
accompany song using Dm. 
*To play rhythm games and 
experiment with different 
strumming patterns.  
*To introduce the term triplet. 
*To read and play G Major 
chord. 

*To play C7 chord in a song.  
*To adapt strumming patterns 
to fit the song style.  
*To use a plectrum. 
*To compose verses to fit with 
chord sequence using C major, F 
major and G major. 
*To perform a piece learnt so 
far demonstrating clear chord 
changes and strumming 
patterns. 
*To play G7 and use in a song.  
*To read simple TAB melodies 
and finger pick melodies. 



uses both major and minor 
chord. 
*To read and play F Major 
chord using it to accompany 
songs in different styles with 
different strumming 
patterns. 
*To compose and perform a 
chord sequence using C, Am 
and F. 
 

*To change chord between G 
major and C major chords.  
*To change between 3 chords 
C Major, F Major, G Major To 
use dynamics in a song.  
*To play chords accurately 
and use them confidently 
within a song.  

*To play and sing a  
3-part song using Dm and A7.   
*To compose and perform a 
chord sequence using C, Am F, 
G, C7 and G7 
*To attend “Ukefest” and play 
as part of a collective group to 
an audience. 

Jaguars 
 

(Ukulele) 

*To read and play a song 
using previously learnt 
chords, 
(C Major, A Minor and F 
Major) changing chords at 
the correct time.  
*To know and explain the 
terms Unison and Round. 
*To introduce D Minor and 
accompany song using Dm. 
*To play rhythm games and 
experiment with different 
strumming patterns.  
*To introduce the term 
triplet. 
*To read and play G Major 
chord. 
*To change chord between 
G major and C major chords.  
*To change between 3 
chords C Major, F Major, G 
Major To use dynamics in a 
song.  
*To play chords accurately 
and use them confidently 
within a song.  

*To play C7 chord in a song.  
*To adapt strumming patterns 
to fit the song style.  
*To use a plectrum. 
*To compose verses to fit with 
chord sequence using C major, 
F major and G major. 
*To perform a piece learnt so 
far demonstrating clear chord 
changes and strumming 
patterns. 
*To play G7 and use in a song.  
*To read simple TAB melodies 
and finger pick melodies. 
*To play and sing a  
3-part song using Dm and A7.   
*To compose and perform a 
chord sequence using C, Am F, 
G, C7 and G7 
 

*To change chords smoothly 
and to play in time.  
*To use extended chord C7. 
*To play different 4 beat 
strumming patterns using 
minims, crotchets and crotchet 
rests. 
*To play a 4/4 and 3/4 
strumming pattern. or down up 
strums.  
*To use 2 chords within a song 
To compose own strumming 
pattern to accompany.  
*To introduce/revise reading 
TAB notation. 
*To use calypso style strum  
*To introduce bars of repeated 
chords as blank boxes. 
*To introduce repeat sign. 
*To read and perform rhythms 
with a designated left/right 
hand direction.  
*To compose and perform a 
pentatonic piece. 
*To play major, minor and 
extended chords. 
*To attend “Ukefest” and play 
as part of a collective group to 
an audience. 

 


